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HIGH DATA CAPACITY/HIGH ENVIRONMENT RECORDER

R. S. THOMPSON and L. E. HEAD
Custom Products Engineering Department

Data Recorders Division
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation

Summary    This paper describes an airborne digital magnetic tape recorder developed
for use in high performance military aircraft.

The main design efforts required to obtain a high data capacity under extreme
environmental conditions while using a minimum of space are discussed, along with the
results of the major environmental qualification tests -

Introduction    Airborne data acquisition systems today continue to require ever greater
increases in the storage capability of their tape recorders. Together with these higher
storage capability requirements, the high performance military aircraft used to carry such
data systems limit available space and invoke extreme environmental conditions under
which equipment must function. An airborne high data capacity tape recorder, therefore,
is an extremely specialized machine with conflicting requirements. When these
conflicting specifications are to be resolved in a single airborne recorder, an interesting
and challenging project results.

This paper describes such an airborne system which has been built and qualified for
operation in a military system. See Figure 1. The primary objective of the program was
to supply a tape recorder which would function at a high data capacity in an extreme
environment with minimum size and high dependability.

The requirements were such that the system had to be compatible with any ground
reproducer of the appropriate class. Thus, selective methods of obtaining high data
packing densities (e.g., head alignment) could not be used.

The airborne recorder described in this paper accepts the output of an analog-to-digital
converter in the form of a 16 bit data word which is recorded in parallel form on 1-inch
wide magnetic tape. Maximum data rate input is 30,000 words per second. The inputs to
the data channels are received in a “return-to-zero” (RZ) format, while the “clock”
(timing) signal is in a “non-return-to-zero” (NRZ) format. All of the bits making up a
parallel word are recorded simultaneously in a line across the width of the tape using



non-return-to-zero (NRZ) digital recording, with Channel 9 used to record the clock
signal.

The basic requirements of the recorder were to record for 112 minutes at 15, 000 words
per second (or 56 minutes at 30, 000 words per second) while operating under difficult
environmental conditions of temperature (-65 to +257EF), vibration (see Figure 2), shock
(11 g, 37 ms), sound pressure level, humidity, etc. The airborne recorder was to have a
minimum operating life of 2000 hours, with minimum operating time of 200 hours
between scheduled bench servicings.

Design Concepts    In the development of this recorder, certain design considerations
had to be given much greater emphasis than would be required for standard tape systems.
Major areas include high data capacity, size, and operating environment.

High Data Capacity    The required data capacity (data rate vs record time) required the
selection of an optimum combination of tape length and data packing density. The
machine under discussion has a tape capacity of 8400 feet, using a 1.43 mil total
thickness tape. This allows a record time of 112 minutes at a tape speed of 15 ips, at a
data rate of 15,000 words per second. The data packing density for this combination is
1000 bits per track per inch.

Theoretically, the maximum packing density is governed by total skew, composed of
dynamic skew (tape guidance) and static skew (head gap scatter and tilt). In an ideal
system, all the bits of a parallel word would be recorded in line across the tape so they
could be read out simultaneously as the tape is passed over the reproduce head. Due to
skew, this condition does not exist. The error or time difference between bits of a given
parallel word is formally called Interchannel Time Displacement Error (ITDE); ITDE is
caused by skew.

If the ITDE is controlled to within one frame time (parallel word time period), a
correction may be made by a simple deskew register in the data reproduce electronics.
The total ITDE figure has to take into account the possibility of the reproducing machine
introducing an equal amount of error. In the case of the machine under discussion, a
1000 bpi packing density could allow a total ITDE of:

Unless the reproducer’s contribution to total ITDE is given, one would assume a
maximum recording error of 500 Finch. In actual fact, the recorder under discussion was
given a specified recording error of 750 Finch, indicating that the ground station was
capable of reproducing to within an ITDE of 250 Finches. The systems produced to date 



on this program provide a recording error of less than 225 Finches under laboratory
conditions.

Head Design    The head stack chosen for this project was a 16 track in-line PCM unit.
A special precision mount was used to control the contribution made to the skew figure
by head-stack tilt (tilting of the plane through head gaps off perpendicular with respect to
the base).

The precision mount concept allows the mounting of the head upon the transport with no
adjustments required. This concept was necessary for field-maintenance replacement of
the head stack. To date, the error introduced by the head stack tilt has been insignificant.

Gap scatter in the head stack is a fixed value and, therefore, has to be kept to a minimum.
In the head stack designed for this recorder, the gap scatter was held to less than 100
Finches between the 16 heads (1 inch spacing).

Tape Guidance    With a 100 Finch gap scatter error, the allowable recorded skew
contributed by other sources was 750 - 100 = 650 Finches for all conditions (i.e., side
movement of tape). The tape guidance used in this transport is considered one of the
main reasons for its ability to record at a high packing density. Instead of the
conventional guidance, a “chute” method was used. This chute has no moving guide
members and uses a maximum length of guiding surface (see Figure 3).

The recording head is mounted at the center of the chute as an integral part of the
assembly which, in turn, is attached to the base plate at only two points along its length.
This helps to maintain proper head-to-tape alignment, even though the main base casting
should flex under vibration.

The precision guide chute is 18" long, 1.000 + 0.001, - 0.000 inches wide. This length
allows control of tape motion caused by the edge-wave defect of tape which is caused by
the sideways motion of the tape-slitting knife, and has a frequency proportional to the
knife diameter.

With the head located in the center of the chute, maximum control of tape side
movement across the head can be obtained. This is shown by Figure 4. Tape slitting
tolerances are given as 1.000 + 0.000, - 0.004". In the worst case, using the precision
guide described above, there could be room for a 0.005" sideways movement of the tape.
If the tape is excited into a sideways movement (skew) by some cause such as vibration
or misaligned pinch roller, a time displacement error (ITDE) could be introduced at the
head, with the outer edge tracks being the worst case. This error could be:



Tape Tension    Constant tape tension is required to maintain good tape-to-head contact,
which is a major requirement for high packing density. In the system being described,
tape tension was maintained by two open-loop servos (see System Diagram, Figure 5),
one for the supply reel and one for the takeup reel.

The supply reel hold-back torque is supplied by a d-c hysteresis brake whose voltage
(and thus, torque) is varied in proportion to the reel diameter. A constant torque a-c
motor is used on the takeup side with a magnetic amplifier, controlled from a follower
arm, for varying the voltage in proportion to the tape reel diameter.

Size    The size of the tape recorder used in the high performance aircraft is limited by
available space. At the same time, the data capacity of any given recorder is limited by
the amount of tape, or tape capacity. In the tape transport being discussed, a unique space
saving approach is used for tape reeling. This method utilizes flangeless reels of tape
where precision reeling is made possible by a very accurate follower arm which guides
the tape at its point of tangency to the takeup reel. See Figure 6.

The use of the flangeless reels allows a reduction in size of the tape transport. On this
particular unit, 14" diameter reels, 1” wide, using I mil thick Mylar base tape are utilized.
A flangeless reel is obtained through precise guidance of the tape throughout its entire
length and through the squeegeeing action of the takeup follower arm guide, thus
providing a firm, compact reel of tape which is easy and safe to handle. At the same
time, about 17% more tape is contained in the same diameter by the more compact
winding (8400 compared to 7200 feet). This is obtained with a moderate tape tension of
only 8 to 12 ounces. These flangeless reels of tape are rigid enough to be handled and
operated under the extreme vibration and other environments without damage to the tape
or malfunction due to the reel itself.

The savings in size can be seen by referring to Figure 7. It can be noticed that the center-
to-center distance between the hubs may be reduced from that which would be required
for 14" diameter flanged reels to the spacing required for 10 1/2" diameter flanged reels.
This permits a smaller tape transport without sacrifice of magnetic tape capacity.

Design Concepts for Environment    Although this recording system is specified to
operate at all environments that are found in a high performance aircraft, this paper will
discuss in detail only the two major ones, namely temperature extremes and vibration.



In the area of temperature extremes, it was necessary to maintain within the transport
temperatures in which the magnetic tape could operate despite the fact that the unit itself
was subjected to ambient temperatures of -65 to +257EF.

Under the vibration requirement, the task was to control the tape transport motion to
enable proper movement of the tape across the heads. Figure I shows the vibration
conditions under which this unit had to operate.

Temperature    The recorder system is made up of two boxes - a tape transport and a
record electronics, both of which require cooling air for proper operation. The tape
transport has in its base casting structural ribs which form ducts for directing the cooling
air past all major heat producing elements. (See Figure 8 for bottom view of the tape
recorder. This results in efficient cooling and excellent mechanical rigidity while
maintaining the overall weight at a minimum. By using this approach to cooling, it is
also possible to seal the tape area and nearly all of the control components against any
dirt contained in the cooling air, thus eliminating the need for air filters which would
decrease efficiency of cooling.

The cooling air flow rate available for the recorder system was minimal to say the least
and, therefore, maximum efficiency from the cooling air had to be obtained. A
thermoanalysis was conducted to determine the distribution of the available air between
the electronics and the tape transport. This analysis indicated that the 1.71 lbs per minute
air flow available to the tape system could be divided 35% for electronics and 65% for
transport.

Our concern in cooling the transport was in how to maintain the temperature of the tape
area itself to within manufacturer’s specification. The maximum temperature limit for
safe use was given at 240'F. To provide a margin of safety, this limit was reduced to 180'
for the ambient air around the tape.

The high ambient temperature around the recorder required a means of controlling the
amount of heat transferred from the outside into the tape deck area. Insulation was
considered and dismissed due to its bulkiness in relation to the limited size requirement
placed on the transport itself. As the high temperature (257EF ambient) would be
experienced at high altitudes, possible ways were investigated in trying to cut down on
the radiated heat transfer into the system. A further thermoanalysis indicated the best
surface to give this protection would be polished metal, or chrome plating. Under actual
conditions, this type of surface would be impractical for the handling requirements and
for general usage.

Further investigation revealed the existence of a white epoxy paint which was
specifically designed for high thermal reflectivity on missiles and high performance



aircraft. This particular type of paint would hold to an integrated average reflectivity of
80% in the 1-25 micron wavelength area. The paint itself is durable and smooth and
meets all the requirements of the other environmental conditions. This surface gave the
unit the necessary protection and margin of safety from excessive heat transfer at the
ambient temperature.

As the tape deck is isolated from the direct cooling air path itself, it was necessary to
provide some additional means of transferring heat out of the tape deck area into the
cooling air path. This was accomplished by designing a heat exchanger and locating it in
the cooling air path (see Figure 8). Through this exchanger, by the use of a fan, the air
from the tape deck was circulated. This method functioned very well in transferring the
heat from the tape deck into the direct cooling air path of the lower ducts. The heat
exchanger area was entirely sealed from the actual cooling air, thus preventing the
impurities of the cooling air itself from getting into the tape area.

With the incorporation of the heat exchanger and the reflective painted surface, the
temperature within the tape compartment was maintained to within a 5 degree
temperature rise when exposed to the 257E temperature for over 45 minutes, and a 9
degree temperature rise at a 195E outside ambient temperature for over 4 hours. The tape
compartment never exceeded 160EF during any operational high temperature tests.

The tape itself is not only sensitive to high temperature, but also has a low temperature
limit. This limit is specified by the manufacturer as -40EF. As the unit had to operate at
-65EF after a given warmup period, means had to be provided to heat the tape
compartment. This again was accomplished by two methods.

The first was the incorporation of strip heaters upon the casting in the tape deck area.
The strip heaters were controlled by a thermostat located on the tape guide near the head.
This area was chosen as it was a high mass above the casting and essentially maintains a
good control of the temperature of the tape itself. The thermostat will turn the heaters on
whenever the temperature goes below -25EF. The heaters will raise the temperature of
the tape compartment to above -40EF from -65EF within a 30 minute warmup period.

The same extreme heat criteria applied to the record electronics box, although there was
not as large a limiting factor for it as the tape was for the transport. Design of the
electronics box included record amplifier and power supply modules which are formed
as ducts for the cooling air as well as for component packaging (see Figures 9 and 10).
The air enters at the bottom of the box, is directed into the first, or front module (record
amplifier) and through successive amplifier modules in an up and down path. Final exit
of the air is through the power supply module, which is also the largest heat source in the
electronics.



To obtain the most efficient use of the cooling air, two basic design principles were used.
The first was the use of the reflective epoxy painted surface previously discussed. This
helped in limiting the heat transfer into the box at the high (+257EF) temperature. The
second design to be used was a box which allowed minimum air leakage, thus obtaining
maximum use of the cooling air available. A casting with a singlepiece, tight-fitting
cover satisfied this requirement.

In case of loss of cooling air or other abnormal situation, a thermal switch was located on
a power transistor heat sink in the power supply module. This would switch off the input
power if the temperature exceeded a safe limit.

The “cooling” air supply was sufficient for proper operation at the low temperature
condition.

Vibration and Shock Requirements    The main concern in designing a tape transport
for operation under a vibration environment is the possibility of data dropouts caused by
the tape lifting from the head stack and/ or by excessive tape skew. This could be caused
by a number of conditions aggravated by vibration, including mechanical movement of
parts such as tape guides and reel mounts or hubs, or any other mechanical interference
with the movement of the tape itself.

The vibration requirements (as shown in Figure 2) were stringent enough to necessitate
the incorporation of a vibration isolator mount for use with the transport. The vibration
isolator not only had to provide good isolation from the environment, but was limited to
the space available for mounting in the aircraft. The design of the isolator mount
incorporates the use of a tray which is permanently mounted in the aircraft. See Figure 6.
Upon this tray are provided rear block pins and front hold-down hooks which are used to
fasten the recorder upon the tray. This enables the transport to be easily removed from its
mount within the aircraft as required for servicing and other operations.

The results and observations of the functioning of this isolator mount will be given in a
later paragraph.

The design and packaging of the record amplifier modules located within the electronics
box were such as to allow this unit to be hard-mounted (see Figure 9). This hard-
mounted unit functioned satisfactorily when operating to Procedure XII as outlined in
MIL-E-5272 and the modified vibration curve as previously discussed.

The other environmental qualification requirements of humidity, salt spray, RFI, sound
intensity, etc., were all taken into consideration during the progress of this project. They,
along with the vibration and temperature extreme considerations designed into this 



recorder system, provided an exceptionally reliable unit which will operate under the
extreme environments of a high performance aircraft.

Environmental Qualification Testing    Environmental qualification of this unit is now
in process. The qualification project has been an interesting undertaking with chances
both to improve some and to justify others of the design concepts used. The following
paragraphs will briefly discuss the qualification test results and, where particularly
interesting points were observed, a more detailed discussion will be made.

Altitude/Temperature Test    The altitude/temperature test was considered to be one of
the more critical and, therefore, is worth discussing in some detail. Essentially, this test
was made to duplicate an actual worst case flight condition under which the recorder
might be used.

Briefly, this particular test involved in part a cold soak at -80EF and a heat soak at
+185EF, together with operation of the recorder at temperatures from -65E to 257EF at
different altitudes for given periods of time.

Magnetic Tape Limitations    As was surmised at the beginning of this program, the
magnetic tape proved to be the limiting factor in the temperature/altitude test. Basically,
Mylar tape is temperature limited at both high and low values. The upper limit is also a
function of humidity in conjunction with the temperature.

Two factors are considered when operating tape at low temperatures. The first is that at
such temperatures, the tape becomes stiff, causing mistracking through the guides and
across the heads. Also, it is quite possible that in this state the tape may flake, or lose
pieces of its oxide.

The second consideration is that Mylar has a negative temperature co-efficient:  that is, it
expands at lower temperatures and contracts at higher temperatures.

As flangeless reels are used in this equipment, it was possible that while the tape was at
the low temperatures and, thus expanded or loosened on the reel, any motion of the tape
might cause it to drop from the controlled center of the reel hub. This dropping of the
tape may cause it to go into the guides and chute in a misaligned fashion, allowing
damage to the tape edges.

A low temperature malfunction or tape damaging condition was not witnessed during the
altitude/temperature qualification test. This indicated that the means used to maintain a
proper temperature within the tape compartment was satisfactory.



The condition that may exist during exposure of tape to high temperature is as follows:
The tape, being tightly wound on the reels at room temperature could contract or tighten
more at the high temperatures, creating pressures between layers. This pressure between
layers, together with the high temperature (and humidity) will cause what is known as
“blocking”. The blocking effect consists of deterioration of the oxide binder so that it
can no longer bind the oxide to the base material. This results in the oxide being peeled
off or transferred to adjacent layers of tape. Such blocking conditions will produce an
abundance of dropouts as the recording medium (oxide) is missing.

The magnetic tape used for the altitude/temperature test was a high resolution, heavy
duty instrumentation type. Temperature limitation of this tape was listed by the
manufacturer as being above 200EF. Yet, with the tape compartment temperature
maintained at a temperature below 180EF, the tape, during the altitude/temperature test,
exhibited the above described phenomenon of blocking.

This tape failure led to an investigation into tape types and their limitations as far as
upper temperature operation. This investigation was conducted in conjunction with tape
vendors, and the results are tabulated in Figure 11. The types of tape used for this
investigation were a standard instrumentation tape and a recently developed high
environment tape. The new tape was supposed to operate at much higher ambient
temperatures than the previously used standard tape because of a special high
temperature binder. 

This investigation indicated that standard instrumentation tape could not be used at
temperatures above 150EF with any safety margin, whereas the new high temperature
binder tape could be operated at temperatures above 185EF without exhibiting the
blocking phenomenon.

The altitude/temperature qualification test was successfully passed when a high
temperature magnetic tape was used.

Vibration    The vibration requirement is essentially based upon MIL-E-5272, Procedure
II, except the amplitude and frequencies of vibration are in accordance with Figure 2.
The isolator mount, which was designed within the limited space available, was
developed to protect the tape trans port primarily in the higher g, higher frequency levels.
This it accomplished very well.

One area of concern was noticed during the vibration test. This was at the 50 cycle
vibration frequency. At this frequency, a noticeable resonance of the tape stack presented
a problem. This problem basically originated from the fact that the isolator mount had a
transmissibility of greater than two at this frequency. This amplification of the input
level, together with the tape stack resonance, caused the tape to strike some of the



limiting rollers of the transport. This introduced speed variation of the tape across the
head, thus causing jitter, excess skew and lifting of the tape from the head. This
particular failure led to an engineering evaluation which indicated that the isolator self-
resonance frequency could be moved away from the problem frequency and, thus,
eliminate the problem.

For the higher frequencies and all other areas of vibration, the unit passed the desired
specification. It should be brought out at this time that the transport experienced no
material fatigue or component failures. In fact, under the most stringent vibration levels
during the engineering evaluation of this particular vibration failure, observation of the
rotating and fixed mechanical parts of the transport indicated complete stability.

Other Environment Tests    The following further environmental tests were passed in a
more or less routine manner:

Explosion Proof -- per MIL-E-5272
Shock -- 11 g’s for 37 ms
RFI -- to MIL-I-6181
Sound Intensity -- force of 145 db

Conclusions    This program has resulted in the development of a high-environment/
high-data-capacity airborne recorder which gives a high level of confidence in its
operation and the performance of the mission for which it was specified.

One of the main items of interest that came to light in the qualification test portion of this
program was that data dropout, or loss of data, was not due to the mechanical transport
itself, but due to the condition of the tape which was used with the transport at any
particular time. This was especially true under the extreme environments.

Comparative sampling of dropout rates from reel to reel of tape under the same
conditions and the same time span on the same machine indicated that the tape itself was
the limiting factor. Any tape recorder exists for the purpose of moving the recording
medium (magnetic tape) across the head in a controlled fashion and, wherever possible,
for counteracting, overcoming, or minimizing the deficiencies of the tape itself through
proper guidance, correctness of tape handling and maintenance of a suitable environment
for the tape. The transport discussed in this paper accomplishes this with outstanding
excellence.

The unit produced under this program is the latest generation in a family of high data
capacity airborne recorders. This particular system is now in service with many
successful missions behind it. The application required the high data capacity or packing
density characteristics of the previous members of the family, tied in with the high



environmental conditions stated for this particular application. The capability of
recording at 1000 parallel words per inch in a conventional NRZ manner is a tribute to
the success of this type of equipment. This allowed the use of a conventional or
uncomplicated ground reproducer system which meant minimum cost and complexity of
the equipment used in recovering the data from the tapes recorded on the airborne units.

For the future, data packing densities of better than 2000 parallel words to the inch are
possible while operating under the same rigid environment as those in the program just
covered.

One advancement made on a similar type unit is in the method of guidance of tape. This
unit is now undergoing tests at CEC with promising results.

Another advancement which is also feasible would be the reducing of the recording
system size by incorporating the record electronics into the tape transport, thus
eliminating the electronics box now required. This is possible through advancements in
integrated circuitry.

Still higher data capacities may be obtained, using the basic transport presented in this
paper, by going to other than the standard conventional recording methods. These are,
for example, the phase modulated or individual bit coded type recording. These would
require paying the price of substantially increased complexity in the ground reproducer;
however, with each track individually clocked, the packing density could be increased to
the order of 4000 bits to the inch per track, which would double the suggested
conventional-method data capacity.

These suggestions, as well as many other possibilities, are under consideration for future
recorder improvements. Meanwhile, other actual projects are being carried out in
airborne recording as well as many other branches of magnetic tape technology. All of
these considerations and projects are integral parts of the continual, successful effort by
CEC to serve government and industry by maintaining a steady advance in the state of
the data recording art.



Figure 1 - System: Transport and Electronics

Figure 2 - Vibration versus Frequency Requirements



Figure 3 - Top View, Tape Transport

Maximum Tolerance Buildup of Space Between Tape and Guide Chute

 Figure 5 - System Functional Diagram
 



Figure 5 - System Functional Diagram



Figure 6 - Transport with Isolator Mount and Tape Reel

Figure 7 - Packing Comparison (Flangeless to Flanged Reel Approaches)



Figure 8 - Bottom View of Tape Transport

Figure 9 - Module Packaging of Record Electronics



Figure 10 - Record Amplifier Module



Figure 11 - Table of Environmental Evaluations of Magnetic Tape


